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Do pulsars define a spiral pattern? 
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Abstract. In this paper, we address the question "Do pulsars define a spiral 
pattern?". Based on a detailed statistical analysis, we show that there exists a 
significant correlation between the present distribution of pulsars and the mass 
distribution (in the spiral arms) expected to exist about 60 Myr ago (Ramachandran 
& Deshpande 1994). We discuss one of the most important implications of this 
correlation and estimate the lower critical mass for the formation of the neutron star 
to be about 7 M o .  We compare this estimate of the lower critical mass with an 
estimate obtained from other methods. 
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1. Introduction 

We would like to address here an important question "Do pulsars define a spiral pattern?". In 
other words, we can ask whether the spatial distribution of pulsars in our Galaxy has any 
correlation with the spiral arm structure of the Galaxy. 

Ever since their discovery, pulsars have been the subject of many statistical studies. 
However, the importance of the connection between the birth places of pulsars and the 
locations of the spiral arms was not emphasized until the work of Blaauw in 1985. From a 
detailed consideration, Blaauw (1985) argued that the 'local' birthrate of pulsars should equal the 
'local' deathrate of massive stars. The 'local' region, he was considering, is that within half a 
kiloparsec from the Sun. 

After examining the death - rate of stars in the nearby OB associations, he arrived at a rather 
surprising conclusion. He found that the local population of pulsars cannot be replenished by 
the massive 0-B stars alone which are usually found in the associations. Lower mass field 
stars, that is, those not belonging to associations, must therefore make an important 
contribution. 














